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ABSTRACT
As a fundamental yet significant process in personalized recom-
mendation, candidate generation and suggestion effectively help
users spot the most suitable items for them. Consequently, identi-
fying substitutable items that are interchangeable opens up new
opportunities to refine the quality of generated candidates. When
a user is browsing a specific type of product (e.g., a laptop) to buy,
the accurate recommendation of substitutes (e.g., better equipped
laptops) can offer the user more suitable options to choose from,
thus substantially increasing the chance of a successful purchase.
However, existing methods merely treat this problem as mining
pairwise item relationships without the consideration of users’ per-
sonal preferences. Moreover, the substitutable relationships are
implicitly identified through the learned latent representations of
items, leading to uninterpretable recommendation results.
In this paper, we propose attribute-aware collaborative filtering
(A2CF) to perform substitute recommendation by addressing is-
sues from both personalization and interpretability perspectives.
In A2CF, instead of directly modelling user-item interactions, we
extract explicit and polarized item attributes from user reviews with
sentiment analysis, whereafter the representations of attributes,
users, and items are simultaneously learned. Then, by treating
attributes as the bridge between users and items, we can thor-
oughly model the user-item preferences (i.e., personalization) and
item-item relationships (i.e., substitution) for recommendation. In
addition, A2CF is capable of generating intuitive interpretations
by analyzing which attributes a user currently cares the most and
comparing the recommended substitutes with her/his currently
browsed items at an attribute level. The recommendation effective-
ness and interpretation quality of A2CF are further demonstrated
via extensive experiments on three real-life datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
On modern e-commerce platforms, it is a common practice to de-
ploy recommender systems for retrieving items that match users’
personal interests [17]. With the increasingly high heterogeneity
of user-item interaction data, recommender systems are expected
to understand more complex contexts other than user preferences,
such as purchase sequences [11, 32], fine-grained user intents [5, 33]
and social connections [2].
More recently, mining product relationships for different online
shopping stages have shown its strength in further improving cus-
tomer satisfaction and sales revenue. One typical line of research is
to recommend complementary items that are mutually compatible
(e.g., iPhone 11 and phone cases), which is also known as bundle
recommendation [1, 27]. In a variety of successful attempts, the
identified complements can either stimulate further purchases after
a user has bought a compatible item [14, 15], or attract potential
customers via bundle advertisements beforehand [4, 54]. In contrast
to complementary relationships, substitutable relationships exist
among items that are interchangeable and functionally similar (e.g.,
iPhone 11 and Samsung Galaxy S10). As a typical decision process
in e-commerce [26], when a user is looking for a particular type of
product to buy (e.g., a laptop), she/he tends to first acquire a set of
candidate items for comparison, and then pick the most suitable
one (if there is any). Correspondingly, in a user’s decision-making
process, recommending items that are substitutable and even supe-
rior to the one currently being browsed can expand the user’s view
to make a better decision and eventually increase the chance of a
successful purchase [50].
However, compared with complement recommendation that has
been widely studied and applied to multiple domains like fash-
ion recommendation [14, 30], targeted advertising [18, 54] and
online retail [1, 35], the problem of substitute recommendation
remains largely unexplored. [24] is the first work to systematically
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Figure 1: The effect of personalization and interpretability
in substitute recommendation.
investigate product relationships using reviews. In [24], items are
modelled via latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) that captures textual
information from reviews, so that the substitutable relationships
between any two items can be predicted by comparing their textual
contents. With textual features, RRN [49] and LVA [28] are two neu-
ral network-based extensions that identify substitutable products
using feed-forward networks and variational autoencoders respec-
tively. Recent models like PMSC [43] and SPEM [50] further lever-
age structural constraints in observed product co-occurrence (e.g.,
“also viewed”) graphs for discriminating substitutes. Despite the im-
portance of generating appropriate substitutable candidates, most
existing solutions treat substitute recommendation as a straightfor-
ward item-item retrieval task. That is, given an arbitrary item as the
query, the recommendation model is expected to output the most
relevant items as substitutes based on a pairwise scoring function
[24, 49, 50]. As a result, the retrieved substitutes are purely condi-
tioned on the query item while different users’ personal preferences
are neglected. Taking Figure 1 as an example, user Alex and Bella
both come across with iPhone 11 Pro (i.e., the query item) when
searching for a cellphone to buy. Since Alex cares much about cam-
era quality on cellphones, the generated substitutes should be other
top-tier cellphones with comparable or higher camera performance.
Meanwhile, Bella simply prefers the Apple brand, so other similarly
equipped iPhones are expected to be recommended. Unfortunately,
without personalization, all the aforementioned methods will yield
the same recommendation results for both users, because they are
only determined by the similarity between the query item and sub-
stitutes. In [28], though the authors extend their proposed LVA
to personalized CLVA, CLVA simply introduces user-item matrix
factorization as an add-on module to LVA, which is incapable of
learning users’ explicit demands on fine-grained item attributes
(e.g., “camera” and “brand”).
Furthermore, most existing substitute recommendation models
are purely built upon latent factor models like word2vec [25] and
deep neural networks [19]. Though promising recommendation
results are reported, a widely recognized drawback of latent factor
models is that, the recommendation process is not transparent
and the recommendation results are hardly interpretable to users
[12, 51, 52]. Consequently, it inevitably creates a bottleneck for
convincing a user why the recommended substitutes are more
suitable than the query item, and how they meet this user’s specific
needs.
To this end, in this paper, we aim to advance substitute recom-
mendation by addressing issues from both personalization and in-
terpretability perspectives. On top of user-item interaction records,
the growing availability of user reviews offers abundant informa-
tion about their most cared attributes of a product and their senti-
ment towards product attributes [12, 36, 52]. As such, we propose
attribute-aware collaborative filtering (A2CF), which makes full use
of explicit item attributes to express user-item preferences and item-
item substitutions. Instead of directly using extracted attributes as
features for item representation learning [24, 28, 49], we decouple
user-item interactions into user-attribute and item-attribute inter-
actions, enabling A2CF to explicitly learn a user’s attention and
an item’s performance across various attributes. In this way, we
can not only recognize two substitutable items by comparing their
attributes, but also integrate users’ personal preferences to suggest
more suitable substitutes. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 1,
our proposed A2CF also enables personalized explanations. Specif-
ically, we design a novel attribute-aware comparison scheme in
A2CF, which infers each user’s current demand on specific product
attributes, and then highlights these attributes with more advanta-
geous performance provided by the recommended substitutes.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are three-fold:
• We identify the shortcomings of existing substitute recom-
mendation methods, and propose a new problem – personal-
ized and interpretable substitute recommendation that aims
to suggest substitutable items customized for users’ prefer-
ences, along with intuitive explanations.
• We propose A2CF, a novel attribute-aware collaborative fil-
tering model. By incorporating explicit user-attribute and
item-attribute associations, A2CF simultaneously optimizes
both substitution and personalization constraints for rec-
ommendation, and further interprets the recommendation
results via an attribute comparison scheme.
• We conduct extensive experiments on three million-scale
datasets. Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods demon-
strate the superior recommendation performance of A2CF
and its capability to generate high-quality interpretations.
2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Notations
Throughout this paper, all vectors and matrices are respectively
denoted by bold lowercase and bold uppercase letters. e.g., user em-
bedding u, item embedding v, attribute embedding a, user-attribute
matrix X, and item-attribute matrix Y. All sets are calligraphic
uppercase letters, e.g., user, item, attribute sets are respectively
denoted by U, V and A. All vectors are column vectors unless
specified, e.g., v ∈ Rd×1.
2.2 Extracting Attributes and Sentiments
Attributes are the components, features or properties of an item [12].
Based on user reviews on items, attribute-sentiment pairs can be
extracted and have shown prominent contributions to review-based
recommendation [36, 48, 53]. As we mainly focus on leveraging
the attribute information for recommendation, we apply a well-
established tool named Sentires [53] to extract attribute-sentiment
pairs due to its excellent performance in a wide range of recommen-
dation tasks [10, 12, 52]. In short, the attribute extraction will result
in a sentiment lexiconZ for the entire review dataset and each en-
try is (user , item,attribute, sentiment), denoted by (u,v,a, s). The
sentiment polarity s is either +1 or −1, e.g., (Alex ,price,+1). To en-
able subsequent computations, we define the user-attribute matrix
X and item-attribute matrix Y as follows.
Definition 1 (User-Attribute Matrix): The user-attribute matrix X
is a |U|×|A|matrix carrying information on how each userui ∈ U
cares about a specific attribute an ∈ A. Intuitively, a user tends to
comment on several attributes (e.g., “battery” for electronics and
“taste” for food) that she/he is most interested in. So, we define each
entry xin ∈ X as:
xin =
{ 0, if ui has never mentioned an
1 + (N − 1) 1−exp(−tin )1+exp(−tin ) , otherwise
, (1)
where tin is the total count of user ui mentioning attribute an . N
is the scaling factor such that 1 ≤ xin ≤ N . Following [36, 52], we
set N as the highest score of the rating system (e.g., 5 for Amazon).
Definition 2 (Item-Attribute Matrix): Similarly, the |V| × |A| item-
attribute matrix Y reflects the aggregated feedback of all users on
each attribute an ∈ A of item vj ∈ V , where each element yjn is:
yjn =
{ 0, if vj has no reviews mentioning an
1 + (N−1)1+exp(−tjns jn ) , otherwise
, (2)
where we also let 1 ≤ yjn ≤ N , and tjn means that the attribute an
of item vj is mentioned n times by all users, while s jn is the mean
of all the sentiment scores in those tjn mentions.
3 ATTRIBUTE-AWARE COLLABORATIVE
FILTERING
In matrix X, each non-zero entry xin reflects user ui ’s amount of
attention paid to a specific attribute an during shopping. Similarly,
for each yjn ∈ Y where yjn , 0, it indicates the explicit user
feedback on item vj ’s attribute an , which is crowdsourced and
summarized from all user reviews. We hereby present the design of
our proposed attribute-aware collaborative filtering (A2CF) model.
3.1 User-Attribute Collaborative Filtering
In traditional collaborative filtering (CF) like matrix factorization
[17], given a user-item matrix with partially observed feedback, a
fundamental mechanism is to learn the vectorized representations
(a.k.a. embedding vectors) of both users and items using available
user-item interactions, and then the unobserved values of user-item
interactions can be easily estimated via the inner product of two
vectors. In A2CF, with the user-attribute matrix X, we aim to learn
the representations of each user ui and attribute an so that every
scalar xin ∈ X (i.e., the pairwise user-attribute preference) can
be inferred. Specifically, we achieve this goal by minimizing the
following squared loss function:
LUA =
∑
xin ∈DUA
(xin − x̂in )2, (3)
where DUA = {xin | xin ∈ X ∧ xin , 0} is the set of all ob-
served user-attribute relationships, and x̂in is the estimated value
between user ui and attribute an . In what follows, we describe the
computation of the interaction score x̂in in detail.
With the givenui and an , we firstly model the nonlinear pairwise
interaction between them. As pointed out by [13, 42], traditional
matrix factorization-based CFmethods are subject to limited expres-
siveness because pairwise interactions are linearly modelled via
two vectors’ inner product. Thus, in A2CF, we leverage a residual
feed-forward network with l hidden layers for modelling pairwise
user-attribute interactions:
hl ′ = hl ′−1 + ReLU(Wl ′hl ′−1 + bl ′), (4)
where l ′ ≤ l , ReLU is the rectified linear unit for nonlinear activa-
tion, while h∈Rd×1, W∈Rd×d and b∈Rd×1 are respectively the
latent representation, weight and bias in each layer. h0 is initialized
by concatenating both user and attribute embeddings:
h0 = [ui ; an ], (5)
where ui ∈ Rd×1 and an ∈ Rd×1 are embeddings of user ui and
attributes an to be learned.
On top of the l-layer residual network, we utilize the final latent
representation hl to compute a scalar output x̂in as the estimated
score for the given user-attribute pair:
x̂in = tanh[1,N ](w⊤x hl ), (6)
where tanh[1,N ](·) is our modified version of tanh(·) function to
emit prediction results in a customized range. Specifically, for an
arbitrary scalar input r , the computation process of tanh[1,N ](r ) is:
tanh[1,N ](r ) =
N − 1
2 ·
exp(2r ) − 1
exp(2r ) + 1 +
N + 1
2
=
N exp(2r ) + 1
exp(2r ) + 1 . (7)
As tanh[1,N ](r ) ≈ 1 when r = −∞ and tanh[1,N ](r ) ≈ N when
r = +∞, function tanh[1,N ](·) forces x̂in to fall in the rage of [1,N ].
So far, we can summarize the computation of x̂in as:
x̂in = tanh[1,N ]
(
w⊤xHUAl ([ui ; an ])
)
, (8)
where we use HUAl (·) to denote the l-layer residual feed-forward
network in Eq.(4), and wx ∈ Rd×1 is the projection weight. With
x̂in computed, we are now able to optimize the learned user and
attribute representations by minimizing the loss in Eq.(3).
3.2 Item-Attribute Collaborative Filtering
Similar to X, given the item-attribute matrix Y, we can also learn
the representations of item vj and attribute an . With an estimation
of the item-attribute relationship ŷjn (i.e., the quality of attribute
an on item vj ), we define another squared loss as the following:
LIA =
∑
yjn ∈DIA
(yjn − ŷjn )2, (9)
with DIA = {yin | yin ∈ Y ∧ yin , 0} containing all non-zero
entries in Y. We hereby adopt a similar approach as described for
user-attribute collaborative filtering to predict ŷjn :
ŷin = tanh[1,N ]
(
w⊤yH IAl ([vj ; an ])
)
, (10)
where the rescaled activation function tanh[1,N ](·) is also adopted,
and wy ∈ Rd×1 is the weight vector. H IAl (·) is another l-layer
residual feed-forward network whose input is the concatenation
of item embedding vj ∈ Rd×1 and attribute embedding an ∈ Rd×1.
Note thatH IAl (·) shares the same architecture withHUAl (·) but uses
a different set of network weights and biases.
At the same time, since the learned attributes will serve the pur-
pose of quantifying both user preferences and item characteristics,
we make all attribute embeddings shared between user-attribute
CF and item-attribute CF. Hence, this enables the joint optimization
of both objectives, leading to stronger expressiveness of learned
attribute representations.
3.3 Estimating Missing Entries in X and Y
Suppose that we have already learned the representations for users,
items and attributes that yield sufficiently small values for both
LUA and LIA. Before entering the next stage where all the learned
representations are further fine-tuned for recommendation, we
need to infer the unobserved user-attribute and item-attribute val-
ues. In other words, we estimate the missing entries (i.e., 0-valued
elements) in X and Y with Eq.(8) and Eq.(10) respectively, which
can be viewed as two well-trained nonlinear regressors. Formally,
this process is written as:
x˜in =
{
x̂in , if xin = 0
xin , if xin , 0
, y˜jn =
{
ŷjn , if yjn = 0
yjn , if yjn , 0
. (11)
We use X˜ and Y˜ to denote the fully estimated user-attribute and
item-attributematrices. In addition, we use x˜i = [x˜i1, x˜i2, · · · , x˜i |A |]
to denote the i-th row of X˜. Specifically, each element in x˜i corre-
sponds to user ui ’s preference on an item attribute, parameterized
in the range of [1,N ]. In a similar way, y˜j refers to the j-th row of
Y˜, which is actually a collection of item vj ’s performance scores
(within [1,N ] range) regarding all attributes.
3.4 Uniting Substitution and Personalization
Constraints for Recommendation
Given user ui and query item vq that she/he is currently browsing,
we would like to recommend a list of items that are: (1) strong
alternatives tovq ; and (2) of great interest to ui . To achieve this, we
extend Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR) [29] to the substitute
recommendation setting. Despite being widely adopted for person-
alized recommendation, BPR is originally designed for optimizing
pairwise user-item scoring functions, and lacks the consideration of
affinity between two substitutable items. In this section, we propose
a variant of BPR to unify both substitution and personalization. For
user ui and query item vq , we firstly pair them with the ground
truth substitute vj+ , denoted by (ui ,vq ,vj+ ), implying that user ui
has eventually chosen vj+ after browsing vq . Correspondingly, a
negative case (ui ,vq ,vj− ) can be constructed, where vj− holds ei-
ther or both of the properties: (1)vj− is never visited byui ; (2)vj− is
not substitutable to vq . Thus, we can form a set of training samples
consisting of (ui ,vq ,vj+ ,vj− ), denoted by DRec . With the training
samples, we aim to learn a triplet ranking function f (·, ·, ·) to gen-
erate scalar ranking scores such that f (ui ,vq ,vj+ ) > f (ui ,vq ,vj− ).
In this regard, we define the following loss function that integrates
BPR with substitutable item relationships, which we term LBPR−S :
LBPR−S = − log
∏
(ui ,vq,vj+,vj− )∈DRec
σ
(
f (ui ,vq ,vj+ ) − f (ui ,vq ,vj− )
)
= −
∑
(ui ,vq,vj+,vj− )∈DRec
log
(
σ
(
f (ui ,vq ,vj+ ) − f (ui ,vq ,vj− )
))
, (12)
where σ (·) is the Siдmoid function. In general, we expect f (·, ·, ·)
to fulfill two special constraints, namely the substitution con-
straint and personalization constraint, to produce accurate rec-
ommendations. Before explaining the details, we let f (ui ,vq ,vj ) =
γ fS (vq ,vj ) + (1 − γ )fP (ui ,vj ), and rewrite Eq.(12) as follows:
LBPR−S = −
∑
(ui ,vq,vj+,vj− )∈DRec
σ ′
(
γ fS (vq ,vj+ ) + (1 − γ )fP (ui ,vj+ )
− γ fS (vq ,vj− ) − (1 − γ )fP (ui ,vj− )
)
, (13)
where we let σ ′(·) = log(σ (·)) to be succinct, fS (·, ·) and fP (·, ·) are
respectively the pairwise item-item and user-item scoring functions
complying with the substitution and personalization constraints.
γ ∈ (0, 1) is a hyperparameter for adjusting the trade-off between
two terms. Next, we introduce the designs of fS (·, ·) and fP (·, ·).
Implementing SubstitutionConstraint. For an arbitrary item
vj ( j ∈ {j+, j−}) paired with the query item vq , fS (·, ·) is expected
to generate a high affinity score fS (vq ,vj ) if they are mutually sub-
stitutable, and a relatively low score if not. Different from substitute
recommenders that calculate item-item similarities in a pure latent
factor-based manner [28, 43, 50], fS (·, ·) additionally incorporates
information of explicit attributes on top of the learned item rep-
resentations. Intuitively, a substitutable item must be functionally
similar to the query item vq , which is reflected by their similar
distributions over attributes. That is to say, we can compare two
items via their attribute information. So, itemvj can be represented
as a weighted combination of all attribute embeddings:
v˜j =
|A |∑
n=1
φ
qj
n an , (14)
where v˜j is the representation of item vj after the attribute aggre-
gation, {φqjn } |A |n=1 is a probability distribution (i.e.,
∑ |A |
n=1 φ
qj
n = 1)
over all attributes, which is dependent on vq and vj :
{φqjn } |A |n=1 = softmax(
y˜q ⊙ y˜j
β
), (15)
where y˜q and y˜j are respectively the q-th and j-th row of the
estimated item-attribute matrix Y˜, ⊙ is the element-wise product
of two vectors, and β is the scaling factor that controls the strength
of dominating attributes. Instead of picking only a small fraction
of most relevant attributes to represent each item [24, 52], we use
so f tmax to avoid potential information loss by discriminatively
considering all attributes. As discussed in Section 3.3, in y˜q and y˜j ,
then-th elements y˜qn and y˜jn reflect both items’ quality on attribute
an . Apparently, if itemvj is similar to the query itemvq on attribute
an , Eq.(15) will generate a large weight φ
qj
n . The output {φqjn } |A |n=1
essentially carries all attribute-wise similarity scores between vq
and vj . By setting β to different values, we can amplify or weaken
the influence of larger values in {φqjn } |A |n=1.
Then, we compute the substitution affinity score between vq
and vj :
fS (vq ,vj ) = w⊤s [vq ⊙ vj ; v˜j ], (16)
where ws ∈ R2d×1 is the weight for linear projection, and vq ⊙ vj
models the element-wise similarity between the latent vectors of
two items. In Eq.(16), we concatenate information from two aspects:
(1) the comparison between the latent representations of vq and vj ;
(2) the attribute-aware representation ofvj generated by comparing
explicit item attributes. As this provides substantial information
for generating a discriminative ranking score fS (vq ,vj ), we adopt
a simple linear projection rather than sophisticated deep neural
network-based regressors [49] for efficient computation.
Implementing Personalization Constraint. For user ui and
item vj , The pairwise scoring function fP (ui ,vj ) should yield a
large score if vj has been visited by ui , and vice versa. Similar to
fS (·, ·), we firstly generate another attribute-aware representation
of vj , denoted by v˜′j :
v˜j′ =
|A |∑
n=1
λ
i j
n an , (17)
with the attentive weights {λi jn } |A |n=1 computed by comparing user
ui ’s interests on all attributes (i.e., x˜i ) and item vj ’s performance
on all attributes (i.e., y˜j ):
{λi jn } |A |n=1 = softmax(
x˜i ⊙ y˜j
ϵ
), (18)
where we also adopt a scaling factor ϵ to either diverge or smoothen
the probability distribution, and x˜i ∈ X˜ quantifies user ui ’s con-
cerns about each attribute. Intuitively, Eq.(18) justifies how well
item vj ’s attribute quality (i.e., y˜j ) aligns with ui ’s demand, and
then Eq.(17) generates a combinatorial representation for itemvj as
a weighted sum of all different attributes. Afterwards, a lightweight
linear projection scheme is applied to generate the personalization
ranking score:
fP (ui ,vj ) = w⊤p [ui ⊙ vj ; v˜j′], (19)
where wp ∈ R2d×1 is the projection weight, and ui ⊙ vj further
infuses the comparison between the user’s and item’s latent repre-
sentations to allow for precise user-item preference prediction.
3.5 Optimization Strategy
As A2CF is built upon the deep neural network structure, we learn
the model parameters on multiple objectives with a mini-batch
stochastic gradient decent algorithm, namely Adam [16] optimizer.
To be specific, we firstly optimize L′ = LUA + LIA, i.e., the com-
bined loss for user-attribute CF and item-attribute CF for T1 it-
erations. Then, we estimate X˜ and Y˜ matrices, and optimize the
recommendation loss LBPR−S for T2 iterations. Notably, X˜ and Y˜
are pre-computed before training the recommendation part, thus
avoiding redundant and inefficient computations. We update all
model parameters in each iteration and repeat the entire training
process described above until LBPR−S converges or is sufficiently
small.
We tune the hyperparameters using grid search. Specifically, the
latent dimension d is searched in {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}; the depth of
the residual feed-forward network l is searched in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; the
trade-off coefficient γ is searched in {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}; and both
scaling factors β and ϵ are searched in {1,d0.25,d0.5,d0.75,d}. We
will further discuss the impact of these key hyperparameters to the
recommendation performance in Section 6.4. For optimizing the
final recommendation loss LBPR−S , we draw 5 negative samples
(ui ,vq ,vj− ) for each positive label (ui ,vq ,vj+ ) in training setDRec .
We set the the learning rate to 1×10−3 and batch size to 256 according
to device capacity. To prevent overfitting, we adopt a dropout [31]
ratio of 0.4 on all deep layers of A2CF.
4 UTILIZING A2CF FOR RECOMMENDATION
AND INTERPRETATION
After obtaining a fully-trained A2CF model, here we showcase
the roadmap towards personalized and interpretable substitute
recommendation using A2CF.
4.1 Personalized Substitute Recommendation
As a natural extension to personalized top-K recommendation
[13, 40], the essence of personalized substitute recommendation
is to assign a ranking score to each possible item vj given the
context (ui ,vq ) (i.e., the user and query item), and then recom-
mend K top-ranked items to the user. With an input triplet denoted
by (ui ,vq ,vj ), recall that we define the triplet ranking function
as f (ui ,vq ,vj ) = γ fS (vq ,vj ) + (1 − γ )fP (ui ,vj ). Hence, for each
vj ∈ V , we can generate a ranking score for triplet (ui ,vq ,vj )
by measuring how well the item vj fits both the substitution and
personalization constraints. Ideally, only the items that satisfy both
parts will be ranked at the top of the recommendation list.
4.2 Personalized Interpretation
Latent factor-based substitute recommenders [28, 43, 50] are un-
interpretable as the ranking scores are directly computed via the
pure latent representations of items and/or users. Consequently,
when performing personalized substitute recommendation, a user
may find it difficult to understand the “try this instead” sugges-
tions from the recommender systems. In contrast, our proposed
A2CF is advantageous owing to its capability of generating intu-
itive interpretations. Specifically, A2CF composes interpretations
by considering two aspects: (1) the key attributes ui will consider
when searching for items similar to vq ; (2) how the recommended
item vj performs compared with the query item vj on these key
attributes. With the estimated user-attribute matrix X˜ and item-
attribute matrix Y˜, we address these two points by comparing vq
with vj in a quantitative way:
{∆iqjn } |A |n=1 = x˜i ⊙ y˜j − x˜i ⊙ y˜q
= x˜i ⊙ (˜yj − y˜q ). (20)
In short, Eq.(20) aligns the user’s demand with each item’s quality
attribute-wise, and uses subtraction to compute the advantages (or
disadvantages) ofvj againstvq regarding each attribute an , denoted
by ∆iqjn . Next,Z attributes {an1 ,an2 , ...,anZ }with highest values in
{∆iqjn } |A |n=1 are selected to generate the personalized interpretation.
In this paper, we leverage a template-based interpretation scheme
to state the key reasons for recommending vj as the substitute of
vq for user ui . The template is as follows:
“Based on the item vq you are currently browsing, we
recommend you to try vj instead because it comes with:
[adjective] an1 , [adjective] an2 , · · · , and [adjective] anZ .”
 (21)
where for 1 ≤ z ≤ Z , each [adjective] is determined via:
[adjective] =
{
“better”, if ∆iqjnz > 0
“comparable”, otherwise
. (22)
It is worth mentioning that we prefer assigning a small value
to Z (usually below 5) to keep the interpretations concise, because
users have very limited attention and time to read the generated
explanations, and it rarely happens for ∆iqjnz ≤ 0 when only the top
attributes are selected.
5 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
5.1 Datasets
We consider three real-world review datasets commonly used for
recommendation tasks, which are originally crawled from Amazon
andmade public by [24], and different product categories are treated
Table 1: Statistics of datasets in use.
Dataset #Review #User #Item #Attribute
Cellphone 1,639,166 665,900 48,763 2,178
Automotive 2,212,111 420,394 132,467 3,501
Office 1,641,901 515,813 58,534 2,801
as separate datasets. We use three of the largest categories, namely
Cellphone and Accessories (Cellphone for short), Automotive, and
Office. Based on well-established rules adopted in the substitute
recommendation literature [24, 28, 49, 50], item substitution rela-
tionships are extracted from all datasets. Specifically, two items v
and v ′ are substitutable if: (1) users viewed v also viewed v ′, or (2)
users viewed v eventually bought v ′.
Following [21, 29], we filter out inactive users with less than 5
interacted items and unpopular items visited by less than 5 users.
The primary statistics are shown in Table 1, where each review
corresponds to a user-item interaction record. Note that we use
the workflow described in Section 2.2 to extract attributes from
each individual dataset, and attributes with less than 2 mentions
are discarded to reduce excessive noise from the data. We split all
datasets with the ratio of 80%, 10% and 10% for training, validation
and test, respectively.
5.2 Evaluation Protocols
Evaluating Recommendation Effectiveness.We leverage two
rankingmetrics, namely hit ratio at rankK (HR@K ) and normalized
discounted cumulative gain at rank K (NDCG@K ) that are widely
adopted in recommendation research [37, 39, 47]. For each positive
test instance (ui ,vq ,vj+ ), we mix the ground truth vj+ with J ran-
dom negative items, then rank all these J + 1 items and compute
the HR@K and NDCG@K scores. We set J =1, 000 following [6]
and adopt K = 5, 10, 20, 50 for evaluation.
Sampling Query Items. However, a sticking point is the selec-
tion criteria of query item vq . Though vj+ and vj− can be easily
obtained via each user’s interaction record, the majority of popular
e-commerce datasets like Amazon [24] and Yelp [3] only record
actual purchases as user-item interactions. Such limitation prevents
us from knowing which other options (i.e., query items) that ui has
browsed before deciding to purchase vj+ . Hence, for each observed
user-item interaction (ui ,vj+ ), we propose to leverage popularity-
biased sampling to pick vq to simulate the query item:
I. For (ui ,vj+ ), find all substitutes of vj+ that ui has never
interacted with, denoted as Si j+ ;
II. For each vq ∈ Si j+ , calculate the amount of users it has
interacted with, denoted as popq ;
III. Draw one vq with probability P(vq ) ∼ pop0.75q .
Note that there will be only one query item vq sampled for every
(ui ,vj+ ) instance. As such, we can obtain triplets (ui ,vq ,vj+ ) as
the ground truth for training and test. The rationale of popularity-
biased sampling is that, when searching for a specific type of prod-
uct to buy, customers usually tend to start with the most popular
ones, and then expand their candidates as their demands become
clearer. Motivated by successful graph theory practices [3, 34], we
smoothen the item popularity with 0.75 power. This moderately
increases the chance of drawing unpopular items and helps validate
the robustness of the model with diverse query compositions. It is
worth noting that, in the test set, we restrict that the ground truth
item vj+ in each instance (ui ,vq ,vj+ ) is neither paired with user ui
nor vq for model training. This allows for generating the hardest
possible test instances because the test item is always new for both
the user and the query item.
Evaluating Interpretation Quality. In the emerging area of
explainable recommendation, the quality of text-based interpre-
tations is mainly tested via either human evaluation [36, 52] or
visualization [12, 41]. Despite being effective to some extent, they
lack quantitative measurements for the generated interpretations.
Because the process of generating attribute ranking lists for inter-
pretation can be viewed as a special type of document retrieval task,
metrics like mean average precision (MAP) from relevant domains
[20, 44] can be used to evaluate the ranks of attributes mentioned
in the actual user reviews. However, it is pointless to evaluate in-
terpretations generated for non-ground truth items, as the user has
never visited nor reviewed them. Therefore, we only consider the
MAP score for the interpretation for each ground truth item vj+ ,
and trade it off using the NDCG score forvj+ . In this way, we define
attribute trade-off coverage (ATC) as a generic evaluation metric
for attribute-aware interpretable recommendation models:
ATC = MEAN
∀(ui ,vq,vj+ )
2 ×MAPiqj+ × NDCGiqj+
MAPiqj+ + NDCGiqj+
, (23)
where MAPiqj+ is the mean average precision of {∆iqjn } |A |n=1 (i.e., the
attribute ranking list used for recommendation explanation) w.r.t.
actually mentioned attributes in user ui ’s review on item vj+ , and
NDCGiqj+ is the NDCG score of ground truth item vj+ in the rank-
ing list. By taking the harmonic mean of MAPiqj+ and NDCGiqj+ ,
we expect a large ATC score only when the interpretation and
recommendation are both accurate for test case (ui ,vq ,vj+ ).
5.3 Baseline Methods
We briefly introduce the baseline methods for comparison below.
• Sceptre [24]: The key idea of Sceptre is combining topic
modeling with supervised link prediction to predict possible
substitutable relationships between two products.
• PMSC [43]: It firstly embeds products into relation-specific
spaces, then incorporates multiple path constraints to en-
hance the expressiveness of learned product embeddings.
• SPEM [50]: It models substitutable product relationships
by penalizing first-order proximity, rewarding second-order
proximity and semantic similarity in the constructed product
co-purchasing graph, thus making the representations of two
substitutable products align closely in the latent space
• CLVA [28]: As another state-of-the-art substitute recom-
mendation model, it links two variational autoencoders con-
ditioned on the observed links among items. On top of that,
the integration of probabilistic matrix factorization further
allows for personalized substitute recommendation.
5.4 Hyperparameter Settings
To be consistent, we report the overall recommendation perfor-
mance of A2CF with a unified set of parameters where d = 64,
l = 1, γ = 0.7 and β =ϵ =d0.5=8. The effect of different hyperpa-
rameter settings will be discussed in Section 6.4. For all baselines,
we use grid search to obtain their optimal hyperparameters.
Table 2: Recommendation results. Numbers in bold face are the best results for corresponding metrics.
Dataset Method HR@K NDCG@KK=5 K=10 K=20 K=50 K=5 K=10 K=20 K=50
Cellphone
Sceptre [24] 0.2009 0.2689 0.3486 0.4605 0.1570 0.1695 0.1998 0.2421
PMSC [43] 0.1085 0.1276 0.1731 0.2023 0.0827 0.0995 0.1086 0.1125
SPEM [50] 0.1187 0.1449 0.1858 0.2251 0.0951 0.1034 0.1135 0.1300
CLVA [28] 0.1795 0.2621 0.3434 0.5167 0.1224 0.1421 0.1729 0.1976
A2CF 0.2466 0.3449 0.4548 0.6229 0.1663 0.1980 0.2263 0.2845
Automotive
Sceptre [24] 0.1618 0.1709 0.2441 0.3346 0.1021 0.1087 0.1225 0.1401
PMSC [43] 0.1249 0.1653 0.1904 0.2955 0.1078 0.1183 0.1292 0.1485
SPEM [50] 0.1014 0.1113 0.1305 0.1787 0.0934 0.0965 0.1014 0.1103
CLVA [28] 0.1565 0.2201 0.3179 0.3868 0.1024 0.1397 0.1531 0.1754
A2CF 0.2187 0.2978 0.3899 0.5518 0.1532 0.1788 0.2021 0.2395
Office
Sceptre [24] 0.2489 0.3623 0.4762 0.6100 0.1570 0.1948 0.2242 0.2512
PMSC [43] 0.1345 0.1924 0.2596 0.3701 0.0954 0.1182 0.1425 0.1759
SPEM [50] 0.0741 0.0906 0.1149 0.1528 0.0579 0.0632 0.0693 0.0735
CLVA [28] 0.2322 0.3750 0.4869 0.6343 0.1480 0.1946 0.2378 0.2733
A2CF 0.3143 0.4220 0.5310 0.6644 0.2193 0.2540 0.2815 0.3101
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Following the settings in Section 5, we conduct experiments1 to
evaluate the performance of A2CF regarding both recommendation
effectiveness and interpretation quality. In particular, we aim to
answer the following research questions (RQs) via experiments:
RQ1: How effectively can A2CF perform personalized substitute
recommendation compared with state-of-the-art baselines?
RQ2: How is the quality of attribute-based interpretations gener-
ated by A2CF?
RQ3: What is the contribution of each key component of the pro-
posed model structure?
RQ4: How the hyperparameters affect the performance of A2CF
in terms of recommendation effectiveness?
6.1 Recommendation Effectiveness (RQ1)
We summarize all models’ performance on personalized substitute
recommendation with Table 2. We discuss our findings as follows.
The first observation is that our proposed A2CF outperforms all
baselines consistently and significantly (p-value < 0.01) on these
three datasets. Comparedwith the second best results on all datasets,
A2CF achieved an average improvement of 28.1% and 29.2% respec-
tively on HR@5 and NDCG@5. As PMSC and SPEM do not take
personalization into consideration, the recommended substitutes
can hardly match users’ personal preferences, leading to inferior
performance. At the mean time, as a personalized substitute rec-
ommender, CLVA additionally utilizes latent user representations
learned via probabilistic matrix factorization, and thus produces
better recommendation results than PMSC and SPEM. However,
by implementing substitution and personalization constraints via
an attribute-aware scheme, A2CF represents the state-of-the-art
effectiveness on this recommendation task.
Second, compared with deep learning models that are entirely
based on product graphs (i.e., PMSC and SPEM), models that make
use of the item attributes (i.e., A2CF, Sceptre and CLVA) show ob-
vious advantages in terms of recommendation performance. This
further validates the benefit of incorporating attribute information
for personalized substitute recommendation. Particularly, though
the pure LDA-based Sceptre is neither a personalized recommender
1Public access to codes: https://bit.ly/bitbucket-A2CF
nor enhanced by deep neural networks, it can still yield highly
competitive results, and is even able to produce higher recommen-
dation accuracy than CLVA in some cases (e.g., HR@5 on all three
datasets). This is probably because when modelling items with
attributes, Sceptre additionally introduces a category tree for se-
lecting different attributes, which helps it learn more specific and
high-quality attribute-based item representations.
Lastly, we find that the sparsity of user-item interactions and
the amount of available attributes have opposite influences to the
recommendation effectiveness of A2CF. On one hand, Cellphone
and Office have similar sparsity (both are around 99.995%), but
the larger amount of attributes allows A2CF to thoroughly learn
attribute-aware representations for both users and items, leading
to better results on Office. One the other hand, despite offering the
most attributes, the Automotive dataset witnesses relatively lower
performance of A2CF due to its substantially higher sparsity.
6.2 Interpretation Quality (RQ2)
Quantitative Analysis. To quantitatively evaluate the interpreta-
tion quality of A2CF, we adopt the metric ATC proposed in Section
5.2, and compare A2CF with the other two attribute-based sub-
stitute recommenders Sceptre and CLVA. For both baselines, an
item-attribute relevance score can be inferred, which enables us to
obtain an attribute ranking list for each ground truth item to com-
pute the ATC score. For fairness, we truncate the attribute ranking
list of Sceptre, CLVA and A2CF with the length of 500 for evaluation
because different numbers of attributes are used by them. Then, we
present the quantitative results in Table 3. Apparently, A2CF leads
Sceptre and CLVA regarding ATC scores on all three datasets due
to its ability to generate personalized interpretations.
Case Study. We further conduct a case study in Figure 2 to
qualitatively examine the interpretability of A2CF. Specifically, we
visualize and compare the interpretations generated by A2CF and
users’ real review texts. Note that we use the top three attributes to
Table 3: Quantitative results on interpretation quality.
Method ATCCellphone Automotive Office
Sceptre 0.0108 0.0094 0.0124
CLVA 0.0096 0.0077 0.0112
A2CF 0.0132 0.0113 0.0154
“The quality of the product is very good. This is for my daughter who is relatively small and wears a small helmet. As a result, in order to get the snaps on both sides
snapped you have to somewhat distort the face shield[-]. There is nothing wrong with the face shield[+]…”
HP	OfficeJet 4650	
Wireless	All-in-One	
Photo	Printer	with	
Mobile	Printing
HP	Photosmart	
C7280	All-in-
One	Printer
you are currently browsing,
we recommend you to try
instead because it comes with: better price, better colors,
and better quality.”“Based on the item
“I finally had to replace my ailing HP 5510 that finally decided that it wouldn't feed paper 50% of the time, and when it did, it often would change colors[-] half way
down a picture… This printer absolutely blows away my 5510 in all facets!... The pictures printed from the 4x6 tray are stunning! True photo lab quality[+].”
“Although I wanted a white one (I bought a hard-shell case for color), this is simply the best cellphone I have ever had, and I will never want to trade it in when I
have to for something… I'm aging and eye-sight is diminishing, and only this phone (6'3" screensize[+]) is big enough for me to easily read.”
User:
Samsung	
Galaxy	Mega,	
Black	16GB	
(AT&T)
Samsung	Galaxy	S6	SM-
G920V	32GB	Sapphire	
Black	Smartphone	for	
Verizon
you are currently browsing,
we recommend you to try
instead because it comes with: better battery, better screensize,
and better cord.”“Based on the itemA2CF:
Biltwell Gringo	
Helmet	Blast	
Shield	(Smoke,	
Large)
Biltwell Solid	
Bubble	Shield	
(Amber,	One	
Size)
you are currently browsing,
we recommend you to try
instead because it comes with: better shield, better knuckle, and better
colors.”“Based on the itemA2CF:
User:
A2CF:
User:
Figure 2: Case study on interpretations generated by A2CF on Cellphone (top), Automotive (middle), and Office (bottom).
Comparisons are performed between interpretations and users’ real reviews on the ground truth items.
explain each recommendation result, i.e., Z = 3. In each case, the
query item is marked blue, while the interpretation and review are
for the same ground truth item in the red box. Each ground truth
item is positioned higher than 10 in the ranking list. We use red
to mark attributes that are mentioned in both the interpretation
and the corresponding review, and label the sentiment of attributes
(positive/negative) in the user review. For the first two users re-
spectively browsing a cellphone and a helmet, A2CF successfully
recognizes their demand on “screensize” and “shield”, and recom-
mends the correct items that perform better than the query items
on corresponding attributes. We can also see there is positive user
feedback on both the “screensize” and “shield” of the recommended
cellphone and helmet. Furthermore, in the third case, two better at-
tributes “colors” and “quality” of the recommended printer are used
for interpretation, which are both mentioned by the user. Though
attribute “colors” expresses negative sentiment in this review, in fact
the user is complaining about a previously purchased printer. This
further validates our model’s capability of aligning item attributes
with user preferences to generate interpretations.
6.3 Importance of Key Components (RQ3)
To better understand the performance gain from the major compo-
nents proposed in A2CF, we perform ablation analysis on different
degraded versions of A2CF. Table 4 summarizes the recommenda-
tion outcomes in terms of HR@10.
Removing SubstitutionConstraint.The substitution constraint
in Eq.(13) enforces that the recommended items should hold substi-
tutable relationship with the query item. We remove the substitu-
tion constraint by setting γ = 0. After that, a severe performance
decrease can be observed from all datasets, where the performance
onAutomotive is themost vulnerable. Because Automotive contains
substantially more items than Cellphone and Office, the substitu-
tion constraint is of great significance to helping A2CF filter out
irrelevant items and ensure successful recommendations.
Removing Personalization Constraint. Similar to the previ-
ous variant, we remove the personalization constraint by setting
γ = 1 in Eq.(13). As personal preferences are not properly cap-
tured in this variant, A2CF suffers from a significant performance
drop due to the absence of personalization constraint. Compared
with removing substitution constraint, the deletion of personaliza-
tion constraint has more negative effect on datasets with relatively
denser user-item interactions (i.e., Cellphone and Office).
Table 4: Ablation test with different model architectures.
Variant
HR@10
Cell- Auto- Officephone motive
Default 0.34490.29780.4220
Removing Substitution Constraint
Eq.(13)→ −∑
(ui ,vj+ ,vj− )∈DRec
σ ′
(
fP (ui ,vj+) − fP (ui ,vj− )
)
0.2772 0.1997 0.3745
Removing Personalization Constraint
Eq.(13)→ −∑
(vq ,vj+ ,vj− )∈DRec
σ ′
(
fS (vq,vj+) − fS (vq,vj− )
)
0.2523 0.2312 0.3510
Removing Attribute Aggregation for Items
Eq.(16)→ w⊤s [vq ⊙ vj ]
0.3116 0.2733 0.3994
Removing Attribute Aggregation for Users
Eq.(19)→ w⊤p [ui ⊙ vj ]
0.3075 0.2708 0.3763
Removing Attribute Aggregation for Items. With the re-
moval of the attribute aggregation for items in Eq.(16), there is a no-
ticeable performance decrease for A2CF. The aggregated attribute-
aware item representation (i.e., v˜j ) aims to fully leverage the at-
tributes to offer more information for item-item substitutable re-
lationship predictions. Hence, this verifies the efficacy of merging
attribute information with latent item representations for identify-
ing substitutable relationships among items.
Removing Attribute Aggregation for Users. We build the
forth variant of A2CF by deleting the aggregated attribute infor-
mation for users in Eq.(19). Generally, the inferior performance on
three datasets indicates that considering users’ preferred attributes
practically improves user-item preference modelling.
6.4 Impact of Hyperparameters (RQ4)
We answer RQ4 by investigating the performance fluctuations of
A2CF with varied hyperparameters. Particularly, we study our
model’s sensitivity to network depth l , coefficient γ , as well as
two scaling factors β and ϵ . Based on the standard hyperparame-
ter setup in Section 5.4, we vary the value of one hyperparameter
while keeping the others unchanged, and record the new recom-
mendation result achieved. Similar to Section 6.3, HR@10 is used
for demonstration. Figure 3 lays out the results with different pa-
rameter settings.
Impact of l . The value of the network depth l is examined in
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In general, A2CF benefits from a relatively larger l on
all three datsets, but the performance improvement tends to stop
when l reaches a certain size (3 and 4 in our case) due to overfitting.
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Figure 3: Recommendation performance w.r.t. l , γ , β and ϵ .
Impact ofγ .Wealso study the impact ofγ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}
which balances the substitution and personalization constraints.
The HR@10 scores on all datasets imply that, in A2CF, by laying
enough emphasis on the substitution constraint (0.7 in our case), the
joint effect of personalization and substitution can be maximized
for recommendation.
Impact of β and ϵ . The scaling factors β and ϵ are respectively
introduced in Eq.(15) and Eq.(18) to control the influence of domi-
nating attributes when aggregating attribute information for items
and users. As can be concluded from Figure 3, A2CF behaves dif-
ferently on varied datasets when the scaling factors are adjusted
in {1,d0.25,d0.5,d0.75,d} (d = 64 in our setting). This is possibly
caused by the differences in the quantity of attributes extracted
from three datasets. Since Automotive has more attributes due to
higher diversity of items, larger β and ϵ will encourage a more
scattered probability distribution over all attributes, so more at-
tributes are taken into consideration when modelling users and
items, making the model adaptive to high data sparsity.
7 RELATEDWORK
7.1 Product Relationship Mining
Understanding how products relate to each other is important to
the fulfilment of customer satisfaction in different online shopping
stages. In economics literature, two common product relationships
are substitution and complement [23]. Recently, product relation-
ship mining has become a prospective research direction to enhance
existing recommender systems that are unable to differentiate the
relationships among products. The problem of mining product rela-
tionships is first introduced to recommendation research in [24],
where a topic model-based approach Sceptre is proposed. With la-
tent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), Sceptre infers product relationships
by comparing the topic distributions of two products. More recently,
the trend of utilizing reviews has carried over to neural network
approaches, such as RRN [49] that learns product embeddings from
both the textual reviews and manually crafted features. In contrast
to those hybrid models combining reviews with product graphs,
pure graph-based methods like PMSC [43] and SPEM [50] are also
introduced to fully utilize various properties in a product graph,
e.g., path constraints and node proximities.
Unfortunately, as recommender systems, all the aforementioned
methods treat substitute recommendation as a pure item-based
search task, thus neglecting the key aspect of personalization. As a
recent solution, CLVA [28] fuses probabilistic matrix factorization
with variational autoencoders to support personalized recommen-
dation by jointly modelling user ratings leverages and item rela-
tionships. However, like most existing product relationship mining
methods, the latent factor-based representation learning scheme in
CLVA hinders it from offering explainable recommendations, ren-
dering it difficult to fully convince and attract potential customers.
7.2 Attribute Modelling for Recommendation
In conventional top-K recommendation, a large body of works
adopt collaborative filtering, e.g., matrix factorization to utilize
implicit interactions to infer the links between users and items
[17, 22, 29]. The predominant problem is usually learning latent
factors for users and items, and predicting user-item interactions
by ranking the inner product of user and item embeddings [17].
Despite the promising recommendation quality of latent factor
models, their latent characteristics make it frustratingly difficult to
explain the generated recommendations [36], and such methods
fail to adaptively generate recommendations when we are aware
of a user’s most cared features [52]. To overcome the limitations of
latent factor models, review-based attribute modelling has attracted
growing attention in recommendation research [7, 8]. Attributes
are commonly extracted from reviews [8, 10, 12] or tags [38, 45, 46]
associated with each item. Such methods assume that a user’s deci-
sion of purchase is largely determined by how each product meets
her/his expectations on several key attributes [52]. Ganu et al. [9]
utilize aspects and sentiments manually crafted from restaurant
reviews to enhance the performance of rating prediction. With
the increasingly available review data, Zhang et al. [52] success-
fully combine techniques for automated attribute-level sentiment
analysis with matrix factorization. Other subsequent variants are
proposed to better capture the complex yet subtle relationships
among users, products and attributes, such as modelling such het-
erogeneous relationships as a tripartite graph with TriRank [12],
utilizing joint factorization in MTER [36], and incorporating atten-
tion networks into AARM [10]. Attribute modelling opens up an
opportunity for generating interpretations for the recommended
items. Existing attribute-awaremethods, however, can only produce
generic explanations [36] as they do not account for the attention
shifts among different attributes when users are browsing differ-
ent items. In contrast, our proposed A2CF is able to firstly infer a
user’s desired attributes, and retrieve advantageous attributes of
the recommended items to construct personalized interpretations.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study a new research problem, namely personal-
ized and interpretable substitute recommendation, and propose a
novel A2CF model as a solution. A2CF fully utilizes attribute infor-
mation extracted from reviews, which effectively bridges user pref-
erences and item properties for generating personalized substitute
recommendations and endows the model with high explainability.
The experimental results evidence that A2CF can yield superior
performance on both recommendation and interpretation.
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